ORIGINAL FUELSCOOP
4 MACK TRUCKS
STYLE & EFFICIENCY
Since the early 1980’s Fuelscoop has been integrally associated with effective truck aerodynamics.
As trucks became more sophisticated, linking to the truck cab mount points has become preferable.
However, in some cases as with Mack DayCab applications this is not possible. Therefore for this
application Aeroz-Products provide a full aerodynamic kit along with all necessary securing brackets and
inner roof support hardware. While this adds time to the installation, when fitted correctly the end result
is equally reliable as when other Fuelscoop Full Aero Kits are fitted using factory roof mounts.
In terms of ideal vehicle aerodynamics, convex designs are usually chosen, particularly in rigid
applications where the height of the van can be more closely matched to a roof mounted Fuelscoop,
and the gap between cab and body is minimal. However, for conventional DayCab trucks a concave
design deflects the airflow beyond the height of the device assisting the clearance over the height and
gap. Quite often Conventional cabs are of a lower height in comparison to the trailer height and with
DayCabs the gap between Cab and Trailer is often considerable. The Original Fuelscoop Full Aero Kit is
the result of wind-tunnel development, and combines both concave and convex features.
This product and design has been used and proven for over 30 years. When used in a one trailer
application, the operator can expect fuel savings in the range of 12-16%. Further to this, because of the
roof device design and the 450mm side cab extenders, considerable improvement in performance and
stability will be experienced, adding to the overall safety for the driver.
Over the years since this design was first developed, many subtle changes that don’t impact
performance have been introduced. Original Fuelscoop Full Aerodynamic Kits are manufactured in a
computer colour matches factory white gelcoat, and all brackets are powder coated and the hardware
is stainless steel.

KEY FEATURES
Made in Australia
Substantially improves...
- Fuel efficiency
- Truck stability
- Driver safety
- Drive-train wear’n’tear
Wind-tunnel designed
Proven tough on-road
Improves visual aesthetics
Increased brand exposure
Compliments NoseCone
performance
Won’t cause cab damage
Easily painted (if required)
Fixed height
1200mm
(can be reduced in installation)

Designed to work. Made to last.

ORIGINAL FUELSCOOP
4 MACK TRUCKS
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. Original FUELSCOOP roof deflectors
and Full Aero-Kits are customised
upon installation to fit perfectly
to the cab, ensuring trouble free
performance for years. The roof
mount system incorporates proven
mounting methods ensuring a no-risk
installation. For full kits lower cab
extenders are interference fit and join
roof device.
2. Fuelscoop Full Aero-Kits, in addition
to their overall visual and performance
appeal, are without excessive weight.
The total weight of under eighty
kilograms is achieved by means of
design. This proven system means
that steel brackets are needed only to
secure the kit to the roof. Cab extender
bolts are concealed to improve
aesthetics.

3. A frontal view of Fuelscoop exposes
a ‘cut’ that redirects the airflow
outwards causing a ‘streaming’
effect. With the Full Aero-Kit this
intensified airflow stream passes over
the extenders to a final ‘kick’ at their
rear edge, assisting the flow onto the
trailer, improving the truck’s safety,
increasing performance and reducing
fuel consumption.
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